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LIFE MASTERY TRAINING PROGRAM 
Excessive and Deficient Spiritual Points 

 
Basic Definition of Deficient Spiritual Center - Deficient spiritual centers don't have enough energy 
flowing through them to feel a deeper calling to something greater than your daily life.  The vows to deny 
these deeper realms of reality can come from experiencing the real truth of your spiritual legacy that get 
rejected by family, society, or the world at large.  Examples are, raw power within you that can kill, or 
prophesy in your dreams that seems to give you influence over future and past, direct access to other 
realms of consciousness simultaneously existing with the 5 senses, seeing the aura, knowing your 
purpose, and wisdom beyond your years, the deep feeling of oneness where no person is more powerful 
than any other, plus many more kinds of spiritual awareness. These will either be rejected by your 
parents or culture, creating the deficient vow to never show all of your gifts.  Or worse, these emerging 
qualities within you are idealized by parents or culture, and your natural way of being becomes a “dog 
and pony show” and you become an “indigo child,” or gifted which leads to an excessive vow to always 
show this gift above all others! Both deficient and excessive create suffering because they block the 
natural flow of feelings which are how you receive real guidance.      
 
Any vow against these levels of spiritual consciousness has the added devastating effect of leaving your 
chakras with no clear foundation for how to operate.  Chakras serve the spiritual centers; disconnected 
from being able to feel the guidance your Physical or Spiritual Life Purpose and Aha! Points or your Soul 
in Inner light point leaves you a ship without a rudder, living a trial and error life.  With limited connection 
to your purpose you feel alone, isolated - living primarily in chakra survival mode is the result.  A real 
sense of purpose and inner peace with the soul self is traded for the “always” or “never” chakra vows that 
are created to give some level of stability in life.  But disconnecting from the rock of your deeper spiritual 
truth leads to never having real faith or trust in life.  When spiritual centers are deficient you often live in 
an endless cycle of oscillating between hope, then frustration, then demoralization or hopelessness then 
back to hope.  Sometimes all in the same hour.  
 
To fully experience any of the 5 spiritual centers is unique to the individual but rather than chakras that 
are worldly, the spiritual centers are more like a radiating sense of truth and guidance that sources far 
deeper than the physical universe and has no beginning or end.  They bring inner peace, wisdom, 
acceptance and understanding of all life circumstances and are “For” all of life. If you are experiencing 
“against” feelings, you are stuck in the vows of chakras.     
 
The spiritual centers do not take wounds and traumas like the chakras do, instead the vows that limit the 
chakras are what limit your ability to feel your deeper purpose and true inner power, i.e. the psychic child 
will make a vow against this spiritual center focused in the chakra it manifests most in, like the 6th chakra.  
Vows in 1-3 will also limit the PLP point wisdom and inner peace in any situation.  Vows in 3-5 will also 
limit the SLP point self-knowledge and sense of purpose.  The vows in the upper three chakras also limit 
the AHA! Point and the Inner Light Point’s brilliance and passion.  And vows, which are how we limit our 
amazingness, will limit the Soul Point’s expression, which by its nature has no limitations.  
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When a spiritual center is deficient you have very little endurance or staying power for seeing through 
your dreams and inner mission.  Life gets in the way and you give up too early or use excuses for not 
doing what you know you should, and doing what you know you shouldn’t.  With deficient Spiritual 
centers, “faith” is not something you really feel inside; you only have faith when external circumstances 
allow it, or when the illusion of control over your environment and people in it go your way and you win 
and are special, or it is a religious concept like letting Buddhist or Christian or Hindu or Muslim doctrine 
do your thinking for you.     
 
Basic Definition of Excessive Spiritual Center - Excessive spiritual centers, like chakras, are not 
actually open, they are spiritual qualities that you have idealized and fixated on being, or seeing in the 
world, and as stated above are expressed in the chakra vows as simple solutions to the complexity of life 
that ultimately lead to suffering.   
 
An open spiritual center is humble even when you are in a powerful position in life or even a warrior who 
has to kill to survive. There is never ego involved; there is a sense of rightness and integrity in action.  
Excessive spiritual centers, like chakras, are not totally wrong, you may have had a spiritual epiphany 
that showed you one tiny aspect of your potential, or had an amazing psychic hit, but it is when that event 
then becomes your entire identity that we say that the spiritual center is excessive.  Your ego will have a 
false sense of knowing who you are, what you are doing here and your real importance in that realm of 
your life.  This is called “spiritual mask.”  There is really no difference between a trauma that a person 
vows to never forget or accept which lets the person manipulate their life from then on, and a person who 
has an epiphany or spiritual moment, like a near death experience, a touch from Christ or Mary, or a 
prophecy and does the exact same thing.   
 
Spiritual mask tends to be even harder to work and can be even more retarding to the growth process 
than vows from traumas since the person’s ego loves the exalted position of being the chosen one and 
coming back down to just being like everyone else is more than they can do.  You may see yourself as a 
savior or a super psychic or a world changer, or invincible, or more brilliant than anyone else, when in 
fact you are just dissociated and don’t see the real damage you do in the world on your crusades.   
 
Excessive energy centers try to solve all of life chaos and complexity with one solution.  PLP- be totally 
invincible and always powerful.  SLP- Find the perfect job, i.e. Doctor, Lawyer, Mother, Healer, Psychic, 
etc. that relieves you of all other human purpose.  AHA- Using only one form of guidance as 
enlightenment.  IL- Seeing spirit in only one way, religion, spirituality, self sacrifice, etc. SOUL- Picking 
the character trait or profile that got you them most love and attention and seeing that as your divine 
godlike quality.     
 
 


